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Considerablegeochemicaland petrographicevidencesuggests
that magmamixing phenomena
are importantin producingthe chemicalheterogeneitycommonlyobservedin plutonic and
volcanicrocks on a variety of scalesin both spaceand time. Simulationsof time-dependent,
variable viscosity,double-diffusiveconvectionhave been carded out to quantitativelyinvestigate
the mixing dynamicsof magmain melt-dominatedmagmabodies.Two distinctmeasuresof the
"goodness
of mixing"are usedto quantflymagmamixing: (1) the linear scaleof segregation
(L)
which corresponds
to the lengthscaleof a typical compositional
anomaly;and, (2) the intensity
of segregation(I) which is a measureof the deviationof compositionalanomaliesfrom the mean.
Nondimensionalizationof the governing conservationequations shows that the style and time

scaleof mixingdepend
onthefluxRayleigh
number
(Rq= etgqd4/k•CVm),
thebuoyancy
ratio(Rr=

[IACk/ctqd), the Lewisnumber(Le = •D), the silicicto mafic melt viscosityratio (vr = Vs/Vm),and
the aspectratio (A = w/d) of the chamber.Simulationsof magmamixing were carriedout by

solving
theconservation
equations
for parameter
ranges
105< Rq< 3 x 105,0 < Rr < 1.1,100<

Le < 600, 1 < v r < 20, 0.3 < A < 3 by a Galerkinfinite elementmethodover a two-dimensional
domain with various geologically relevant boundaryconditions.The mixing time (tmix) is defined
as the time requiredfor the intensityof segregationto decay to a certainvalue. Magma mixing
occursby complex time-dependentflows with numerousflow reversalsassociatedwith local
unmixing events superimposedon a larger time scale processin which the intensity of
segregationdecaysto zero. For parameterswithin the rangesinvestigated,/mix is roughly

proportional
to Vrt/2Let/2Rr
2Rq.1fortheheating
frombelowscenario.
Forvalues
of vr,Le,Rr, and

Rq appropriateto natural systems,this relationshipgives a rangeof mixing times from about

onetenthto 10 timesd2[•;,implyingthat bothwell-mixedandheterogeneous
magmaswill be

commonlyobservedin nature.Mixing times are at a minimum for equantbodies,while for silllike bodies,mixing is inhibitedby the formationof multiple cells of different compositionin the
horizontal. Assimilation and fractional crystallization geochemical models that assume "wellmixed" magmabodiesmay be grosslymisleading.A viscous(i.e., crystalladen), large (d - 5 kin)
magmabody heatedweakly from below and initially stronglychemicallystratified will remain
unmixedfor severalMa. A large-volume,thermally well-connectedbasalticbody will mix rapidly

(103- 104 years).Becauseflow reversals
may occurin dynamicmixing (Rr > 0), crystal
distributionswithin convectingmagma bodies will be different from those predicted assuming
steady state velocity fields. Flow reversals cause significant temporal variation in the heat
suppliedto the roof of the chamber;thesemay be importantin explainingepisodicphasesof
hydrothermalalteration.In sill-like magma bodies (A > 2), multiple cells of distinctcomposition
may persistfor geologicallysignificanttime periods.Finally, our simulationsshow that the
dynamicsof double-diffusiveconvectioncan impart complex patternsof compositionthrough
time and spacein magmabodies.

INTRODUCTION

discussedextensively through the years [e.g., Wilcox, 1954;
Walker and Skelhorn, 1966; Eichelberger, 1975; Vernon,
A large amount of volcanological, geochemical, and 1983; Furman and Spera, 1985; Bacon, 1986; Sparks and
petrological evidence points toward the importance of Marshall, 1986' Grove et al., 1989]. Evidence of magma
magma mixing in explaining the chemical heterogeneity mixing is observed in both plutonic and volcanic rocks
foundin many igneousrocks.Documentation
of specific across the entire compositional range relevant to
cases and general reviews of magma mixing have been petrogenesis, although composite lava or mixed pumice
provides the only unequivocal evidence of the process
[Green, 1988]. Presentedin Table 1 is a summary of the
Copyfight 1989 by the AmericanGeophysicalUnion.
many different kinds of heterogeneitieswhich can be caused
Paper number 89JB00327.
by magma mixing, Of particular note in Table 1 is the wide
0148-0227/89/89JB-00327505.00
range of characteristiclength scales of the heterogeneities.
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1.

Heterogeneit¾
Plutonic

Zoning,cryotic
zoning

Xenocrysts,mafic

Scale, m
Volcanic

References

Zoning,cryptic,zoning, melt inclusions

<10'3

Xenocrysts

10'3- 10'2

Marie enclaves,

Mixedpumice,

10'2- 1

Dike swarms,

Zonation in lava

clots

schlieren

enclave swarms

Selected

inclusions

1-10

7, 14, 10, 1
5, 6, 2

3, 4, 13, 9, 6
4, 15, 11, 18

flows and ash flow
tuffs

Plutonic
complexes

Zonationin large

10-10 4

volume ash flow

16, 17, 12, 8

tuffs

1,Dungan[1987];2, Eichelberger
[1975];3, FrostandMahood[1987];4, FurmanandSpera[1985];
5, GibsonandWalker[1963];6, Groveet al. [1989];7, Hibbard[1981];8, Hildreth[1979];9, Hildreth
[1983];10, Pallisterand Hopson[1981];11,Reaganet al. [1987];12, Smith [1979];13, Vernon
[1983];14,Wiebe[1968];15,Wiebe[1973];16,Wiebe[1974];17,Wiebe[1980];18,Wright[1973].

The concept of the length scale of the heterogeneity is an
important part of this paper which we will return to when
convective magma mixing is discussedin quantitative terms.
The quantitative study of convective magma mixing is
complicated by uncertainty about most of the potentially
critical factors. These include, for instance, the transport
propertiesof the mixing magmas (e.g., viscosity, chemical
diffusivities), the relative importance of chemical diffusion
versus shear and normal strain during mixing, the role of
chemical and thermal buoyancy, the configuration of the
magma interaction, and very important, the boundary and
initial conditions of the system. Consequently,the goal of
this work is to investigate a few specific and plausible
scenarios for convective magma mixing within a chamber
and to develop a quantitative relationship between the
"goodnessof mixing" (discussedbelow) and the parameters
of the problem.
The goodnessof mixing refers to two conceptuallydistinct
measures of the composition field: (1) the scale of
segregation and (2) the intensity of segregation
[Danckwerts, 1952]. The linear (or volumetric) scale of
segregationrefers to the size spectrumof the compositional
heterogeneities.In Table 1, for example, the length scale
given correspondsin a general way to the linear scale of
segregation,which is rigorously defined in a later section.
For the moment, one may ignore the effects of chemical
diffusion and considerthe evolution of the size spectrumof
the compositional anomalies (i.e., the clumps of melt of
different composition) through time. At the outset, the two
componentsoccupy distinct regions of space; the action of
convectivemixing is to reduce the size of the compositional
anomaliesthrough time. A crude analogy is the behavior of
caramel swirls in an otherwise homogeneousbatch of vanilla
ice cream. If the swirls break up, the average size (say,
volume to the 1/3 power) of the caramel swirls is reduced
during stirring. The secondaspectof the goodnessof mixing
refers to the intensity of segregation.Without diffusion, the
vanilla ice cream and caramel swirls will always remain
distinct; at any location in space and time, either pure

vanilla ice cream or pure caramel is found. In this case the
intensity of segregation is constant and remains at its
maximum value throughout the mixing event. In reality,
however, diffusion plays a role once the sizes of the caramel
swirls have been reduced to diffusive length scales. In this
case, the compositionof fluid at some position and time
will be intermediate between the two pure mixing
components,and therefore the intensity of segregationis
reduced.

The above formalism facilitates the quantification of
convective mixing. In the two-dimensional simulations
presentedhere, mixing occurs by both diffusion and shear
and normal strains inducedby convectionin a magma body
which initially consists of a layer of silica-rich magma
above a more marie magma. We shall refer hereafter to the
two magmas as being silicic and mafic, although nothing
specific is implied about their silica contents; all that is
implied by these terms is that at the same temperature,the
silicic magma has lower density than the mafic magma.
Because of the action of normal and shear strains, the

average size of entrained clumps decreasesthrough time
althoughnot uniformly. The silicic melt in the upper layer
has higher viscosity and lower density relative to marie melt
at the same temperature. Hence a tendency to resist
deformationand entrainmentalso exists. The mixing history
is consequentlydirectly related to the competitionbetween
thermally driven convective motions which tend to
homogenize melt and gravitational forces associated with
compositionalbuoyancywhich tend to maintaina segregated
compositionalfield. Chemicaldiffusion plays a role in the
mixing processonce the effects of shear and normal strain
have reduced the size of a compositional anomaly
sufficiently. For a typical species in a melt at low to
moderate pressure, the diffusive length scale is

approximately1 m for a characteristic
time of 105 years.
Mixing by normal and shear strains (Olson et al., 1984a)
will usually greatly dominate over diffusion; this is a wellknown result, illustrated in previous studies concernedwith
the mixing of passive heterogeneitiesin the mantle of the
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Earth [e.g., McKenzie, 1979; Richter et al., 1982; Olson et
al.,1984a, b;Hoffman and McKenzie, 1985; Gurnis and

-:-'-:-:-:-:-:-:-..................................

Davies, 1986].

"""""'"'""'

........................

The
magma
mixing
problem
issomewhat
different
from•......,..........

mantle mixing problems. In magma mixing, the mixing

..-X-:-:-:-:-:-2.

'"'""'"'"'"'
.....................

components(e.g., silicic and mafic melt) are dynamically .... :..:.....
active in the sensethat the melt density dependsstronglyon
composition. In addition, the mixing components affect
magma viscosity. This is not the case in a passive tracer

' :.:: :..::.:.: 2•:'
....
,2-'-2-2-2-:-:-2-:-.

dispersion
problemas appropriate
in mantlemixing.The
magma mixing problem is essentially a problem in

..........

multicomponent
convection
butwill be treated
in thisstudy .:::2222"2':':2::..
as double-diffusive convection. Aside from experimental
work with aqueous solutions [e.g., Huppert and Sparks,

.:-'-:-2-:-'-2-'-:-:.
' ..........

1980; Olson, 1984; Turner and Cambell, 1986; Martin

'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.-.-.-.'.'.

and

Campbell, 1988] and a high-temperature experiment on
magma mixing by forced convectivestirring [Kouchi and

: 2:: 2::::: ': :'
""'"'"'""'"'""'""'

Sunagawa, 1983], the dynamics of magma mixing at

convective
time scales(102-106years)havenot received
much quantitative attention despite abundant geochemical

datasupporting
thegeneral
concept
ofmagma
mixing.

Although one may incorporate many of the important

"'"'"'"'"-"""'""-'"-'-'""'"

complexitiesof magma body evolution such as ::2"::::2:2:2:2:22::2:22::::22222:'-222::::
crystallization, conjugate hydrothermalconvection, and time
dependentboundaryconditionsinto the current generationof
simulation studies (and some of these complexities will be
introduced below) the immediate goals of this paper are to
(1) discussthe geological motivation for the magma mixing
scenario investigated, (2) establish quantitative criteria of
practical use to the petrologist for describing the goodness
of mixing of any magma, (3) show how the rate of mixing
of an initially completely segregated, melt-dominated,
compositionally zoned magma body depends on the
transportand thermodynamicpropertiesof magma, the shape
of the magma body, and the choice of boundaryand initial
conditions,and (4) discusssomeof the importantpetrologic
implications of this work.
Finally, it should be noted that there is little hope of
understandingthe dynamics of mixing of a theologically
complex fluid (i.e., magma) in an irregular container of
constantlychangingshape and size (i.e., a magma chamber)
in which simultaneous assimilation, crystal fractionation,
and magma replenishmentmay be occurring without first
understandinga few simple cases.For even if one knew the
exact physical propertiesand boundary and initial conditions
appropriate for natural magmatic systems, present
limitations in computing power would prevent the exact
numerical simulation of the system. Starting with a
simplified mixing scenario, we will study the effects of
various physical propertiesand boundmy conditionson the
convective mixing process. Our results will be useful as a
guide to future simulation work on systemsmore closely
resemblingnatural magma bodies.
GEOLOGIC SETtING

The modelmagmabody investigated
in this studyis based
on inferencesdrawn from many detailed volcanological,
petrological, and geochemical studies of ash flow
magmatism [e.g., Smith, 1979; Hildreth, 1981; Bacon,

1983; Crisp andSpera, 1987], and is shownschematically
in Figure 1. Large-volume, phenocryst-poormagma

•

slllclcmagma

".•i•
ß
maflcmagma /

i•

c•jstalltzed
magma

cumulate$ .r•J country
rock

Fig. 1. Generalizedcrosssectionof stratifiedcrustalmagmabody
showingbasalfeederzone,zoneof cumulates,main bodyof mafic

magma,capof silicicmagma,andcrystallized
roof zone.No specific
scale is intended.

reservoirsare widely believed to have been the source of the
voluminous pyroclastic flow sheets so common throughout
the geological record. The problem of the origin of
compositional zonation in crustal magma bodies has
receiveda great deal of attention[e.g., Shaw, 1974; Turner,
1980; McBirney, 1980; Hildreth, 1981; Spera et al., 1984;
Lowell, 1985; Nilson et al., 1985; McBirney et al., 1985;
Trial and Spera, 1988], although a rigorous, correctly scaled
quantitativetheory remains lacking. In general,there are two
ways by which the "light above heavy" arrangement may
come into being: (1) partial fusion induces density
stratification ab initio or (2) stratification develops in situ
from an originally homogeneous magma. In the first
process,a progressiveincreasein the density of partial melt
is the result of rapid relative depletions of large partial
molar volume components(e.g., H20, K20, Na20, CO2) from
the source during progressive partial fusion. Some
experimental support for this process was noted by Dowty
and Berkebile [1982]. A popular form of the secondprocess
is the boundary layer crystallization or assimilation
hypothesiswhereby buoyant melt generatedalong vertical or
sloping sidewalls migrates upward and accumulatesin the
upper parts of a magma body.
Although a consensusas to what producescompositional
structure has yet to be reached, it is an inescapable
conclusion that the source bodies of many large-volume
pyroclasticflow eruptionsare heterogeneous.Similarly, the
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relative volumes of silicic to mafic magma containedwithin
magma bodies are not known precisely, although a

temperature of melt of granitic bulk composition. This
ignoreslatent heat effects and solidification and melting at

conventional

the chamber roof. In other cases, a constant heat flux out

view

is that the silicic

to mafic

ratio is rather

through the roof consistentwith the notion of conductionsmall [Smith, 1979; Hildreth, 1981].
The thermal conditionsof large magmabodiesare currently limited cooling is imposed. Cooling through the roof,
the subject of much interest. Clearly, magma bodies cool independent of any other thermal condition on any other
while in the upper crust. And they do so throughtheir lateral boundary,will result in natural convectionif the cooling is
and upper margins with varying degrees of efficiency, of sufficient magnitude. The style and vigor of convection
dependingon the ability of the wall rock to transfer heat will depend,however, on the thermal conditionsimposedon
away from the body by either hydrothermal convection the lateral and bottom margins. We have investigated the
[Norton and Knight, 1977; Bejan and Anderson, 1983] or convective mixing resulting from cooling through the roof
heat conduction [Carrigan, 1987]. The lower margins are with heating from below, and cooling through the roof and
more complex. Some magma bodies are undoubtedly sides with heating from below, and cooling through all four
thermally well connectedto hotter inputs of magma. Many boundaries (roof, sides, and floor).
To simulate thermally well-connectedmagmatic systems,
examples of thermally well connected systems have been
documentedin the literature; two recent examples include the we impose a heat flux along the floor of the body. If a
studies of Nixon [1988a, b] and Wiebe [1988]. If there are time-dependentheat flux is used, as may be appropriatefor
episodicheat inputs to the floor of the body, the basal heat episodic influxes of hot magma, an arbitrary periodicity,
fluxduetomagma
replenishment
atvolumetric
rate12isq = difficult to justify a priori, is introducedby the form and
pI•CpAT/A
c.If.magma
issupplied
tothechamber
ata time- magnitude of the heat flux function. In the mixing of a
averaged
rate (V) of 5 x 10'3 km3 yr'1, a value consistent dynamically active component by convection, periodicity
with observations[Shaw, 1973; Hardee, 1982; Crisp, 1984], associatedwith reversalsof flow occursnaturally.In order to
then a flux of about200 mW m'2 (~5 HFU where 1 HFU = learn about these natural periodicities, it is advantageousto
10'6 cal cm'2 s4) is deliveredto the body,assuming
p = 2800 impose a constantheat flux in the bottom. We experimented
kg m'3,C•,= 1200J kg'• K'•, AT = 10 K, andthebasal with a basal heat flux which was dependenton the square
surfacearea (Ac) is 25 km2. This neglectsthe contribution root of time and found, as expected, the mixing time was a
due to latent
heat which
would
increase
the available
bit longer than for the constantheat flux case. For most of
enthalpy. Perhaps other magma bodies are thermally our work, a constantheat flux into the chamberis imposed
disconnected, in which case they cool out the floor in through the floor of the body. In this way, the flow
dynamicfeaturesobserved
addition to cooling out the sides and roof. We have reversalsand other time-dependent
investigated both types of boundary conditions in this are intrinsic to double-diffusive convection and not artifacts
paper, althoughmost of our results are for the heating from of arbitrarily chosen time-dependentboundary conditions.
below case. In either case, convection and subsequent Also, it should be noted that the initial temperatureprofiles
convectivemixing are inevitable results of the emplacement in the body causethe convectivemixing in the heating from
below scenario to be a net cooling problem; the total heat
of magma into cooler surroundings.
The model magma body consideredin this study is melt content at steady state in the body is about one-third the

dominated,of fixed aspectratio (A = w/d, wherew is width
and d is depth of the chamber)with rigid walls, and initially
has a horizontal, compositionallybuoyant cap. Initially, the
upper one-fifth of the body consistsof viscous silicic melt;
the remaining portion consists of less viscous mafic
component. The 1:4 ratio of silicic to mafic magma was
chosenarbitrarily to provide more mafic than silicic magma.
The initial temperatureprofile in the body is either linear or
steplike. With the objective of investigating how long it
takes for the body to mix by convection, the system is
"turned on" at t = 0 and the temporal developmentof the
velocity, temperature,and compositionfields is followed for
various imposed fluid, boundary,and geometricconditions.
The volume and bulk composition of magma within the
body do not change during the mixing process.Assimilation
and fractional crystallization are not taken into account,
although as indicated above, it is possible that these
processes
may give rise to the compositionfield taken here
as the initial condition. The impermeability of the chamber
margins was chosen to isolate the effects of internal
convective dynamics from the additional complexitiesof
mass transfer acrossthe boundariesof the system.
Severalof the many possiblethermalboundaryconditions
have been investigated.In all cases,we considercooling out
of the roof of the body. In most cases, the roof of the
chamber defines

an isotherm,

taken to be the solidus

initial

heat content.

To simulate thermally disconnectedmagmatic systems,
several calculations were made with cooling out all surfaces
of the body. Again, mixing is slower in this scenario.
However,

it will

be shown in a later section that the

difference between mixing times for the case where there is
cooling out all margins and for the case where there is
cooling only out the top is small. Similarly, the dependence
of mixing time on fluid properties (e.g., viscosity ratio,
thermal to chemical diffusivity ratio) does not seem to be
greatly affected by boundary conditions, although more
simulations

are

needed

to

understand

this

matter

more

completely.Becausethe Rayleigh number and chemical to
thermal buoyancy ratio contain quantities specified at the
boundaries, their effects on the mixing time will change
with boundary conditions.
CONVECTIVE MIXING
Introduction

It is important to note that two different concepts
contribute to what is normally meant by the goodnessof
mixing. One is the length scale or size of compositional
anomalies;this defines the scale of segregationdefined in
termsof the size spectrumof the ensembleof compositional
anomalies.

The

other is the contrast,

or deviation

in
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composition at some arbitrary location, relative to the mean
composition of the magma body; this is the intensity of
segregation defined in terms of the variance (in the
statistical sense) of the composition field. At length and
time scales where interspeciesdiffusion is unimportant, the
linear scale of segregation (L) will decrease with time,
although not necessarily monotonically. If diffusion plays
no role in the mixing, the mixture remains compositionally
"grainy" throughout the mixing event. The intensity of
segregation is at a maximum (unity) and remains constant
when diffusion is not important.
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compositionfield (measuredaboutthe mean) accordingto

02
--N1
N •,J2
_1•(•,_

where
• is knownatN discrete
locations
withinthemixing
region.It is usefulto define severalhighermomentsof the
compositional field in addition to the variance. The

skewness
or thirdmoment
of thecomposition
(•) fieldis
defined accordingto

A rigorousmeth,
od for describingmagmamixing is
necessarily based on statistical methods. The procedure
adoptedhere follows from the work of Taylor [1935] and
Danckwerts [1952] and is formally related to the statistical
theory of turbulence as summarized, for example, by
Batchelor [1953]. A good review of the laminar mixing
process is given by Ottino and Chella [1983]. The two
distinct measuresof the goodnessof mixing, the scale and
intensity of segregation,are discussedin turn below.
First, we define the nondimensional compositional

(4)

.-.

....

3

m3

where
• isthestandard
deviation
ofthe• field.A positive
value of the skewnessimplies a frequency distribution of
compositionwith an asymmetrictail extendingout toward
more silicic compositions;a negative value signifies a
distribution with a long tail toward more mafic ones. The
fourth moment, or kurtosis (m4), measures the peakedness

(m4 > 0) or flatness(m4 < 0) of a distributionrelativeto a

variable, C'

.-. ½ -½•,

C=C,-C•

normal distribution.The kurtosis(m4) is defined

(1)

where C,, and Cs represent the mass fraction of some
component, say, SiO 2, in mafic and silicic melts,
respectively, and C(x, y, t) is the concentration (mass
fraction) of silica at some location (x, y) and time (t) after
juxtaposition of the two compositionally distinct melts.

m4

_-

-3

(6)

Note that m4 = 0 for normal(Gaussian)distribution.
Based on (2)-(4), the compositioncorrelationfunction for
all values of C a distancer apart is

Notethat• varies
between
unity
(pure
"rhyolite")
andzero
(pure "basalt") and depends on location within the chamber
and the duration of the mixing event. For the 4:1 mafic to

R*(r)

R(r)- •32

(7)

silicic ratio assumed throughout this study, the spatially
averagedmagma composition,denotedby C,,, is constant The correlation function R(r) reflects the effects of both
and equal to 0.2 at all times.
chemical diffusion (through the variance) and mixing by
convectively driven shear and normal strain rate fields. R(r)
is interpreted in a manner analogous to the velocity
Scale of Segregation
correlation
function
in statistical
theories
of turbulence

Considera mixtureof two componen.
ts, S andM, in which [Taylor, 1935]. In the applicationto two-componentmixing
S is identified as the buoyantcomponent.Without loss of
generality,the dimensionless
concentrationof componentS
as defined in (1) may be used to describe the melt

R(r) may take on any value between 1 and -1. A value close
to 1 means that a concentration greater or less than the
mean at some point in the fluid is likely to be correlated

composition at any point. Now, suppose the concentration with a similar positiveor negativecompositionalanomalya
of component S is measured at two locations in the fluid a distance r away. A value near zero means that there is a
distance
r apart
atsome
timet. If • and•2 represent
the random relationship between the concentrationsat the two
concentrationsat the two points, the deviations from the locationsa distancer apart. A value near -1 meansthat there
mean form the product

(C•- C,}(C2-C.)

(2)

is a perfect anticorrelationbetweenthe fluid compositionsat
the two locations;for instance,if pure "rhyolite" is at one
location, then pure "basalt"is at the other. In Figure 2, the
composition correlation function is shown for the initial

configurationof the model systemshown in Figure 3 (cf.
If a large number of such pairs are taken, with the points in
Figure 1). There is a nearly linear relationshipbetweenR(r)
each pair being a distance r apart, one may calculate the
and the separationdistance(r) in the interval r = 0 to r = 0.8
mean value of the productsof the deviations.This quantity
which reflects the initial large-scalesegregation.Note also
is known as the spacecorrelationand is written
the rapid changesin dR/dr nearr = 0.2 andr = 0.8. For pairs
with r > 0.8, a nearly perfect anticorrelation exists. The
(3)
R*(r)=(•l-•a•{•2- •a•
structureof the initial compositionfield is clearly reflected
in the shapeof the compositionalcorrelationfunctionR(r).
The correlation function indicates the distance over which
The overbar implies a spatial average has been taken. One
may also calculate the variance (second moment) of the the compositionat one point affectsthat at another.It may
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Figure
1,•7.,,= 0.2.Notethatin theabsence
ofdiffusion,
I = 1 throughoutthe mixing event.
In summary, once the composition field has been
calculated,it is possibleto def'methe goodnessof mixing in
termsof a scale (L or L*) and an intensity(/) of segregation.
The goodnessof mixing is thereforeseen to dependon both
the space correlation and the second moment of the
composition field. The space correlation gives information
on the probability that a positive (negative) composition
fluctuation at one point is correlated with a positive
(negative) anomaly a distance r away. In any flow with

0.50

C) 0.o0

nonzero diffusion effects, I--> 0 as t-_>,o. This is because

L -0.50

once

normal

and

shear

strains

have

reduced

an

intense

compositional anomaly to a diffusive length, it will be

erased.As t --> *% L* --> 0 andL(=L*/o 2) tendstowarda
small

-1.00

', ........

0.()0

, .........

0.20

• .........

0.40

, .........

0.60

• .... .-,-,..,•I

0.80

1 .o0

length scale (r)
Fig.2. Correlogram
ofcomposition
• forthemixing
system
at•'=
0.0.Changes
in slope
ofthecorre•gram
atr = 0.20andr = 0.80

reflectthe stepin composition
aty = 0.80 of the initial
configuration.
For R(r) > 0, positivecorrelation
of compositions
exists;for R(r) < 0, negativecorrelations
exist.When r > 0.80,
perfectanticorrelation
exists,reflectingthe initial stepin
composition.
The valueof r at whichthecorrelation
is random(R =

0)isdenoted
byrøand
isequal
to0.4at•'= 0.0.

be used to assign a length scale for the compositional
anomaly. One scale, the linear scale of segregation(L), is
defined

fr--r

L =JoR(r)
dr

(8a)

wherero is theminimumvalueof r at whichthe correlation
functionequalszero (Figure 2). A relatedscaleis the volume
scaleof segregation(V) defined

V = 2•

r 2R(r)dr

constant

which

is related

to the minimum

resolvable

length scale implied by the spatial resolution of the model
(i.e., the number qf nodes employed in the simulation). For
the simulations reported here the minimum resolvable scale
lies between

1/30 and 1/60 of the characteristic

chamber

dimension.

The evolutionof R(r),L(t),L*(t),

02(0 and the other

statistics during a mixing process provides quantitative
information on the size spectrum and intensity of the
compositional anomalies. Note that these statistical
measuresmay be calculated or measured for any exposed
pluton, ignimbrite, or lava flow provided sufficient
geochemical data are available. Note also that the length
scales given in Table 1 correspondapproximately to L. A
statisticaltreatmentof the momentsand spacecorrelationof
the compositional field of an igneous body enables one to
quantitativelydefine how well mixed the body is at every
resolvable length scale.
With the above formalism, several of the terms which have
been

used

to

describe

the

interactions

of

one

or

more

magmas can be rigorously defined. For example,
commingling occurs when two magmas interact in such a
way that some of each of the mixing componentsremains

(Sb)
U=V=O

Because the ratio L/V is independentof the variance, it
provides information
about the deformation of
compositionalanomalies. In our simulations,L/V increases
when the upper layer becomes entrained into the main flow.

y,v

T=O

1

An additional useful scale, based on the space correlation
alone, is defined

U=V=O
m$

R*(r)dr = {J•
• •rø

]=q=O

(9)

Intensity of Segregation

o0

The intensityof segregationis convienentlymeasuredby
the globally averaged variance of the composition.If the
varianceat any t is dividedby its initial value, the resulting
ratio is the intensity of segregation(I)
ij 2

I =•'•1-•)

u=g=o

q=qb

(10) Fig. 3.

Approximationto geologicconditionsdepictedin Figure 1.
The computationaldomainis shownwith one set of boundary
conditions, coordinate system, and initial condition on
composition.Symbols are defined in the notation list.

where
•7.• is theaverage
concentration
of thebuoyant
component. For the initial and boundary conditions of
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distinct

in the mixture.

In such cases the variance

remains
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•u

x,,,,=
2•O•xx exp(B
(C-Co))

(16a)
large (I = 1) and the mixture is grainy. The scale of
heterogeneitiesis given by the scale of segregationwhich
would be of order 0.1 to 1 m for commingling on the
outcrop scale. Hybridization is a processwhere the intensity
or variance goes to zero and the mixture is homogeneousand
of composition intermediate between the mixing
components.As a working definition, we define the general
term magma mixing to be the process of two or more
Over a small temperaturerange (=200 K) the effectsof T on
magmascoming together and interacting such that either the
magma viscosity may be accounted for by a simple
intensity or scale of segregationdecreases.
extension to (16) easily incorporated into the model [e.g.,
Spera
et al., 1982].
NUMERICAL SIMUI•TIONS

x•=x•=•}u
+•}x
] exp(B
(C-Co
)) (16b)
x•=2•1o•--•xp(B
(C- Co))

(16c)

In Figure3 the computational
domainis shownalongwith
the
common
initial
and
boundary
conditions.The velocity
ConservationEquations
field is set to zero everywhere at t = 0. The parameters
The equations governing the evolution of the velocity, appearingin equations(11)-(16) are definedin the notation
temperature, and composition fields in two-component list. The equation of state used in all calculations is a
double-diffusive convection include expressions for the modifiedBoussinesq
onein whichp = po[1- ct(T- To)- [•(C
conservation of mass, energy, momentum, and species. -Co)]wherect and[• represent
the coefficients
of thermaland
Convection in this system is double-diffusive because two compositionalexpansionand po is the densityof melt of
quantities (heat and SiOn.,or heat and H•.O, etc.) diffuse compositionCo and temperature
To. For the caseconsidered
through the fluid and affect the density of the fluid. The here the referencecomposition(Co) and temperature(To) are
Boussinesqequationsgoverning double-diffusiveconvection Ca and Ts. respectively.This is the same equationof state
of an infinite Prandtl number fluid with compositionally used in previousdouble-diffusionstudies[e.g., Clark et al.,
dependent viscosity in a two-dimensional reservoir are as 1987; Hansen and Yuen, 1987]. Values of I• for the major
follows:
oxide componentsof rhyolitic and basaltic melts at high
temperatures
may be found in Clark et al. [1987].
Continuity
The dimensional conservation equations are made
dimensionlessby the following normalizations'
Bu
•v

•- + •3-9=0

(11)

x-Momentum

• =xld

-•

•x •

0=-•--+•+•

• •,

(12)

y-Momentum

r-

(17)

• = y/d

F = dv/•c

.. pd2

... C-C
,•

P=•1
olC C- CiCm

0=-•P + •+
(13)

pog[a(r - To)+ •(C - Co)]

Substitution of (17) into (11)-(16)
results in the
nondimensionalform of the equationsof change applicable
to tho convectivemixing of magmas.These equationsare

Energy

•+ •
3T
3t

•T •T •c•
•2T
+u•-x+v•-•-y
= (-•x2
+• j

•œ 3--•0

(•8)

(14)

Species conservation

•t+u3Tx+
=o•,•xc-23C
i}Cv3-•-y
/}C
I32+•
A linear constitutiverelationship(Newtonianviscosity)is
employed throughout the numerical experiments with a
viscosity that dependsupon compositionaccording to a
simpleexponentiallaw consistentwith laboratorystudiesof
melt viscosity[e.g., Shaw, 1972; Urbain et al., 1982;Spera
et al., 1988]. The elements of the viscous stress tensor
become

.-(T-T,)k

;

0 =3--•+ 2a-xC)

+

+ 0f

(19)

+

+•q[•+•d•-•)]

(20)

(21)
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Simulation Algorithm
-.

-PU

-t- 1,'

=

(22)

Equations(18)-(22) subject to the appropriateboundary
and initial

conditions

were solved as a function

of time for a

range Rq, Le, Rr, A (aspectratio), and viscosityratio (v•).
The parameters of this problem consist of five
nondimensionalquantities:a thermal Rayleigh number based Becauseof the symmetryaboutthe line .• = A/2, the
on the heat flux imposed along the base or "floor" of the computationaldomain (Figure 3) is one half the size of the
chamber,
Rq= gc•qbd'•/kvrv'
theratioof chemically
inducedmagma body (cf. Figures 1 and 3). We have verified that
symmetry is preserved by running some cases with the full
stabilizing buoyancy to the destabilizingthermal buoyancy,
domain. Solution of the discretized versions of (18)-(22)
Rr = [5(C,- Cm)k/c•qbd;the ratio of thermalto chemical was accomplishedby a Galerkin finite element method. The
diffusivity, the Lewis number (Le = •D), the aspectratio (A algorithm employs triangular finite elements with quadratic
= w/d) of the chamber,and the viscosityratio (v•= exp (b)). basis functions. The resulting set of algebraic equationsis
It is useful to define the Nusselt number, a measure of the
solved by Newton's method. An implicit scheme for
advancing in time is used in the time-dependentequations.
vigor of convection,accordingto
Details of the algorithm are given in the monograph by

(23)

Sewell [ 1985].
The solution of differential equationsby numerical methods

where the overbars denote a spatial average has been taken
at the surface. Nu measure the total heat transportedby the
convecting fluid relative to the heat transported by

involves discretizing the domain and solving the equations
at a finite number of points or nodes. The coarsest
discretization used here has 400 elements (841 nodes), and
the finest used has 1600 elements (3281 nodes). As a
consequence,the model resolves lengths from 1/30 in the

Nu = (3T/3yD
s=•/Ts=
o

conduction.

coarse discretization to about 1/60 in the fine discretization

Boundary and Initial Conditions
Several different boundary conditions have been used.
Unless statedotherwise,the boundaryconditionsassumedare
3T

3C

- fi = F = 0

•' = 0

3g- 3•- i=•-ff=0 g=A/2
aT

- 1

3C

- • =F=0

•' = 0

(24a)

(24b)
(24c)

of the characteristic chamber dimension (d). Practical
limitations on CPU time generally restrict solutions to this
order of spatial resolution.
To verify the accuracy and resolution of a solution,
simulationswere run with various discretizations(e.g., about
400, 800, 1600 finite elements). Solutions were deemed
accurateprovided the field variables differed by less than a
few percent upon doubling the number of elements.
Additional tests were run using different time increments to
insure the veracity of the temporaldevelopmentof the C, T
and velocity fields.
The criterion used for terminatinga simulationwas that the

variance(o2) of the composition
field be lessthanor equal
to 0.0025, which is equivalent to an intensity (I) of 0.016.

T=•-f=• =F=0 •'=I

The mixingtime (t•mix
is definedas the timeat whicho 2

(24d)equals 0.0025 (i.e.,

Results of simulations with other boundary conditions are
presented in a later section.

The initialconditions
on• are

• =1
This defines

0< :• <A 4/5<9 < 1
•7 = 0 forother(.•,• )

a 1:4 ratio of silicic

to mafic

standarddeviation (o)= 0.05). For the
4:1 mafic/silicic bulk composition,this criterion means that
for "andesire-basalt," "dacite-basalt," and

(25a) uncertainties.

Note

that

the criterion

used

to establish

the

mixing time is based solely on the intensity of segregation.

melt as indicated
RESULTS

in Figures 1 and 3. The initial conditionson T are either
Mixing Evolution

•' =0

0< :• _<A

4/5< •< 1

T =1

0_< .• <_A

0<_• <_4/5

(25b)

0 <• < 1

(25c)

or

•' = 1-:• 0<:• <A

"dacite-andesite"

mixing couples, the system is mixed when the standard
deviations of the SiO2 content are 0.5, 0.75, and 0.2 wt %,
respectively. These limits are close to analytical

•Theinitial condition(25b) corresponds
to a s•tepchangein

In Figures4, 5, and 6 the temporalevolutionof a typical
convective mixing episode is graphically portrayed. The
boundaryconditionsare identical with those in Figure 3; the

initialtemperature
profileis linear(•' = 1 - •). The
simulationparametersare Rq = 2 x 10S,Rr = 0.25, Le =

T across the chemical interface; in (25c), T is assumed 200, A = 1, and the viscosity ratio (v•) of the two mixing
linear.Mixing is foundto p[oceedmorerapidly(by abouta components is 20. A careful examination of the time
factor of 2) in the step T case. We have adopted the dependence of the fields, correlation functions, and other
conservativeapproachand assumecondition (25c), although statistical quantities reveals the following:
a number
ofcases
withthestep
•' profilehavealsobeen 1. The velocity field undergoesa complex, nonmontonic
studied.
evolution both in time and space (Figure 4). The spatially
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Fig.4. Velocity
(•),temperature
0'),and
composition
(&)ateight
times
((a)• = 0.10,
(b)0.15,
(c)0.20,
(d)0.25,
(e)
0.30,(/) 0.40,(g) 0.60,and(h) 0.80)duringmixing.Dimensionless
velocityscaleis shown,,by
theverticalarrowin
Figures
4a-4h.In thetemperature
fieldsfor Figures
4a-4h,thetopof thedomain•= 1 is at T = 0, andthecontour

intervalis 0.04. In the composition
fieldsfor Figures4a-4h, the contourintervalis 0.10 andthe highestcontoursare in
the upperpart of the domain:(a) 0.85, (b) 0.85, (c) 0.90, (d) 0.85, (e) 0.90, (f) 0.90, (g) 0.85, (h) 0.56. Seetext for
discussion.

averagedkinetic energyof the flow varies quasi-periodically The periodof thevelocitydirection
reversalis roughly0.18.
with peak values during the first half of the mixing event For a 5-km-deepchamber,a dimensionless
periodof 0.18
(Figure 6c). Velocity reversals are common. For instance, a
change from counterclockwise to clockwise circulation

^ 2

correspondsto 150,000 years (t = td/•). An important
ramificationof the complexevolutionof the velocityfield
occurs
between
•' = 0.10 and • = 0.15(cf. Figures
4a and is the significancewith respectto crystal settling (see
4b). The "nucleation"and growth of oppositelycirculating below).
vorticies show up very clearly in the kinetic energy plot.
2. Comparison
ofthe•'

and• fields
(Figure
4) shows
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thatgradients
of the latterare alwaysmuchsteeper.This is a
result of the large value of the ratio of thermalto chemical
diffusivity utilized in the simulation(i.e., Le = 200). For
virtually all componentsin silicate melts at magmatic

consequence
of the largePrandtlnumberof magmawhich

corresponding
field of T.
3. The Nusselt number (see (23)), a dimensionlessvariable
that indicates the total heat transport relative to the
conductive heat transport, varies quasi-periodically not
unlike the averagedkinetic energy (see Figure 6c). Note,
however, that N u lags the kinetic energy; this is a

occur.In the examplepresented
here,minimain Nu occurat
•'= 0.25 and0.45 (Figure6c). Heat flow measurements
made

insuresthat momentumis transported
much fasterthan heat.
Becauseof the nonsteady
natureof Nu, theheatflow into the
roof of the chambervaries temporally. Note that even at a

to40%of themixingtime(t•mix
= 1.15),
conditions
x Le > 5000[Trial andSpera,1988].Thismeans timecorresponding
variations
in
heat
flux
up
to
33%
of
the
value
at
t•mix
may
that theC field will,,alwaysbe muchgrainierthanthe
at active caldera sites need to be consideredin this light.

4. Because
•advective
transport
dominates
overdiffusive

transport,
the C field followsthe velocityfield closely.
Unlike the situation of mixing of a passive component,
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mixing evolutionof •igur• 4. (a) Variance(o) versustime. (b) Skewness(m3•andkurtosis(rn4•versustime. (c) Kinetic

energy
(defined
as('U
•) +('V
2)integrated
overthedomain)
andNu, thethermal
N•usselt
number,
versus
time.(d)Thelinear
(L) andspacecorrelation
(L*) scalesversustime.Bestfit line for In L* versust: in L* = (-4.23 _ 0.14) • - (3.43 _ 0.09)
(one sigma).

6. The integral of the space correlation (L*) and the
instabilities
within
the compositionally
buoyant
provide
heterogeneities
can lead to secondarycells which grow to relatedparameterL, the linear scaleof segregation,
causeperiodic reversalsof the flow direction.This effect useful information regarding the size distribution of the
compositional anomalies (Figure 6d). L* decays
becomesincreasinglyimportantas Rr becomeslarge.
5. The evolution of the quantity R(r) provides critical exponentiallywith time as normal and shearstrainsreduce
informationregardingthe spatialscaleof correlationof the the size (or wavelength) of entrained silicic melt. The
compositionalanomalies.The initial R(r) distributionis e-folding time of this processis about 0.25 of a thermal
shown in Figure 2. At early times the R(r) curve is diffusion time unit. The linear scale of segregation(L)
sigmoidal;a significant amount of short range (small r) decreases from L = 0.2, a value that reflects the initial
correlation (R = 1) and long range (larger) anticorrelation thicknessof the silicic layer to a minimum value of L =

(R = -•1)exists.Thesecorrelations
are inherited
fromthe 0.08 at • = 0.7. Notethatthedecayof L is not monotonic;

initial C distribution.As the systemevolves,the degreeof times of minima in the L versus• relationgenerally
correlation decreasesfor pairs with separationsin the short correspondto minima in the kinetic energy function (Figure
to intermediate
range.At •- 0.4 for example
(Figure5f), a 6c). An importantpoint is that becauseof the separationof
nearly randomspacecorrelationexistsfor pairs in the range time scales for momentum, heat, and chemical transport,
0.2 • r • 0.65.At a timecorresponding
to themixingtime damped oscillations of the velocity field provide a
(•mi•= 1.15), very little correlationremainsfor pairs mechanism for temporally local unmixing events. For
between
•' = 0.1 and•' = 0.2 (Figures
4a-4c) the
separated by more than 0.2 in dimensionlessdistance. instance,
Becauseof the destructionof the buoyanttop layer, little of linear scale of segregationactually increases!Superimposed
behaviorin L-•' spaceis an overall
the excellent anticorrelationat large r remains. Note the on this oscillatory
in L until•' = 0.7. At thattimetheaverage"clump"
variation in to, where ro is defined as the separationdistance decrease

at which the compositional spatial correlation is random size(i•e.,L) hasbeenreduced
to a chemical
diffusive
length
•a. Theprecise
valueof L at largetimesarises
(i.e., R (to)- R *(to) - 0), in the sequenceof correlograms scaleõ ~ (•'/Le)
throughcompetitionbetweenthe rate of clump size reduction
shown in Figures 5a-5h.
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through the action of convectively driven strain and the
irreversibleproductionof entropydue to chemicaldiffusion.
The former processis measuredby dL*/dt and the latter by
the

evolution

of

(I 2. Note

that

the

second

law
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log Rq

of

thermodynamics
impliesthat (I 2 --o0 ast --> o•.
7. The evolutionof thevariance((I2), skewness
(m3), and
kurtosis (ms) of the compositionfield is shown in Figures
6a-6b. These moments provide quantitative information
regardingthe intensityof segregation.If chemicaldiffusion
were negligible on all spatial scales at all times, then a

frequency-composition
plot wouldb•einvariant;at anytime,
20% of the•compositions
wouldbe C = 1 and the remaining

would be C = 0. The moments(I 2 m3, and ms would
consequentlyremain invariant. Because of the effects of
chemical diffusion,

however, this is not the case. It is

important to note that chemical diffusion is always
important at some length scale. As shown in a later section
(role of Lewis number), an asymptotic relationship exists

Rf'

2 10 20
4

between
t•a andLe whichenables
oneto extrapolate
lowLe
simulationsto realistic magmatic situations.
As shown on Figure 6a, the logarithm of the variance

showsa nonlineardependence
on • duringmixing. In
particular,note the suddenchangein rate of decreaseof the

variance
at •'= 0.7.Thechange
in d In lj2[d•
' at • = 0.7 is a

log Le
Fig. 7. The domainof crustalmagmabodiesin Rq, Rr, and Le

reflection of the fact that the maximum pair separation parameterspace.Numericalsimulationsare at presentrestricted,for
distance (r) over which a reasonablygood spatial correlation practicalreasons,to a region in the rear, lower left of the cube.
exists (e.g., R > 0.5, say) is approximately equal to the
diffusive length scale defined accordingto
compositionsand is also plotted in Figure 6b. Recall that

• =•d =(•/Le)m

(26)

the kurtosis

of a normal

distribution

is zero. Note

that like

the skewness, the kurtosis increases until a maximum

is

m4 decreases
Thatis, fromFigures5g and5h,^note
thatR(0.06)= 0.5 at attainedat • = 0.7 (mn = 6.5). Thereafter,
• = 0.6. If oneidentifies
r with õ in (26), thenonefinds• systematically until values indicative of a normal or
= 0.6

for the time

at which

the characteristic

correlation

near-normal

distribution

are attained.

lengthequalsthe diffusive length scalefor the Lewis number
of this experiment (Le = 200). Recall that the linear scale of ParameterStudy

segregation
(L) alsoattainsa minimum
valueat •' = 0.7.

In order to investigate how the rate of magma mixing
depends
on the properties of magma and the shape of the
and the kurtosisof the composition-frequency
relationship.
Recall that the skewness characterizes the degree of magma body for one particular set of initial and boundary
asymmetry of a distribution about its mean such that conditions, we have made a systematic numerical study of
Finally, one may examine the evolution of the skewness

of t•mixon the parameters
of the problem
positive values signify asymmetric tails extending out thedependence
including
effects
of
viscosity
contrast.
We present
toward more silicic compositions and negative values
simulations
for
magma
mixing
with
Rq
between
105and3 x
signifytails extendingout toward'moremafic compositions.
105,
Rr
between
0
and
1.1,
aspect
ratio
(A)
between
0.3 and
FromFigure6b, notethatma > 0 for virtuallyall of th^e
mixing history, reflecting the asymmetricdistributionof C 3, and viscosity ratios (vr) from 1 to 20. Limitations on
values extendingtoward silicic compositions.Significantly, CPU time generally restrict the ranges of parameters to
theskewness
attainsa maximum
value(m•• 2.5)at•' = 0.7 values only partially appropriate for natural systems. In
and thereaftereventuallydecreasestoward zero (i.e., toward a
symmetric frequency-composition distribution). The

significance
of themaximum
m3valueis•that
forall•' < 0.7,
somenearly pure silicic melt (say, 0.9 < C < 1) still may be
found within the chamber.At times greater than that at

whichdm3/• = 0, essentially
all of the silicicmelt has

been
contaminated
bymafic
melt.
For•'> 0.7,thehighest
•
value found anywherewithin the chamberquickly falls, and
as a consequence,
the frequency-composition
histogram(not
shown)becomesincreasinglysymmetric.A nearly perfectly
mixed
fluid
has
a
symmetric
(Gaussian)
frequency-composition
distribution.
The kurtosis(ms) measuresthe relativepeakedness
(ms > 0)
or flatness (m s < 0) of the frequency distribution of

Figure 7 the approximate limits on R q, Rr and L e
appropriate to magmatic systems are shown [eg., Clark et
al., 1987]. Recall also that the spatial resolution of the
simulations

is between

1/30

and 1/60

of

the chamber

dimension (d). The results of the numerical simulations
presented here are only a first step to identify first-order

trendsand effects of the parametersand boundaryconditions
on the convectivemixing dynamicsof magmatic systems.
In all of the simulations

with Rr

< 1 and the linear

initial

condition on T (condition
(25c)),
mixing begins
immediately with a convective overturn. However, near the
interface, the upper layer is less dense than the fluid
immediately below it for any Rr > 0. This creates a locally
stable density profile near the interface between the upper
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and lower layers. Thus there is a global instability which
drives convection while local stability resists motion for
any Rr between zero and one. The systemis very sensitive
to Rr, and even small amounts of compositionalbuoyancy
(e.g., Rr = 0.1) cause fundamentally different mixing
dynamics from passive mixing even though the overall

after•'= 0.025 causesan increasein L between•'= 0.025 and

• = 0.05. This increasein L is an effective unmixing
phenomenon
causedby a reversalin the senseof rotationof
the fluid. Although velocity unsteadinesshas been observed
in some time-dependent thermal convection simulations
[e.g., Jarvis, 1984], inclusion of compositionalbuoyancy

initial density distribution is onl• slightly different. clearlyproducesthe new effect of reversalsin the velocity

field. The ratio L/V generallyincreaseswith Le reflecting the
(condit]on (25b)) mix in aboutone half the time of the greater elongation of the compositionalanomalies(i.e., the
linear T cases for Rr < 1 due to the thermally induced clumps), which is possible when chemical diffusion is
Simulations

employing

the step-T

initial

condition

densityinstabilityat the interface.Simu•lations
employing
a

slower(Figure8c).In Figure8d,t•mix
versus
Le is shown.
The

constant temperature initial condition (T = 0) mix about 5
times more slowly, since the initial state is stable for any

mixing time increases as a power law function of L e
according to

Rr>O.

A double-diffusiveconvectionsimulation can be portrayed
by plotting velocity, temperature, and composition at
successive times. The mixing process can be more
compactly presented by plotting the variance and scale of

•,a,,
= O.027(Le)o.,,
5

(27)

Approximate
estimates
of t•mix
at geologically
relevantL e

plotted
segregation
versustime and,subsequently,
t•mix
versusthe (5000< Le < 10•ø) canbe madefromtherelationship

parameter of interest. The variance and scale of segregation
are calculated with compositionsfrom a fixed number (961)
of equidistant points independent of the number of nodes
used in any simulation and approximately equal to the
number of nodes in the coarsest discretization (841). Where
the aspectratio is not equal to 1, the number of points used
to calculatethe variance and scale of segregationis adjusted
so that the point density is equal to the point densitywhen
A = 1. In this way, the variancesand scalesof segregation
are comparableregardlessof the numberof nodesusedin the
simulation and the aspectratio of the domain. We consider
next the effects of Le, Rr, Rq, viscosityratio (v•), and aspect

in Figure 8d. Clearly, large Le slows convectivemixing by
increasing the time required by the action of shear and
normal strain effects to reduce the size of a compositional
anomaly to a diffusive one. Note that the parameterschosen

(Rq = 105,Rr = 0.25) correspond
to a weakly convecting
(low Rayleigh number) magma body. At the low range of
typical Le, say, Le = 5000 (see Clark et al. [1987] and Trial
and Spera [1988] for discussion of D values and

multicomponent
chemicaltransport),
t•mix
= 1.3. Sincethe
dimensional
time is givenby t = d2•/K,the mixingtime in
this case is close to the conductivetime scale.At higher and

moretypicalLe, say,Le = 106,t•mix
= 13.5.

ratio (A) in turn.

Role of CompositionalBuoyancy
Role of Lewis Number

The

initial

condition

in

the

model

has viscous

silicic

magma above a less viscousmafic magma.The differencein
density arising solely from the effects of compositionis

In the absenceof convection, the present mixing problem
reduces to a diffusional mixing process, and the Lewis
given by Ap = po[lAC, where AC is the difference in
number (Le = •c/D ) controls how quickly homogenization
composition between pure "light" and pure "heavy"
takes place. From simple diffusion theory, the effective
component. The parameter R r represents the ratio of
mixing time is tmix '" Led2/•c, which is far greater than chemical to thermal buoyancy and hence is a measureof the
characteristic solidification times and hence too long to be importanceof chemicalbuoyancy.One may easily study the
relevant to magma bodies. However, we are interested in dispersionof a passivetracerby settingRr = 0 and solving
convective mixing where both the effects of diffusion and
for the• field.A low-concentration
minor,trace,or rare
deformation are important. In order to quantify the effect of
Earth element (REE) behaves dynamically as a passive
diffusion on convective mixing, the functional dependence
of Le ont•mix
andthe temporal
evolution
of the linearand contaminant.The more interestingcase of nonzero Rr is of
greater interest to petrologistsdue to the wide variation in
volume scalesof segregationhave been investigated.
the density of naturally occurring melts at similar
The mixing time •mixincreases
as Le increasesfor
temperatures.
Recall that Rr may be large for naturalmagmas

convectivemixing for Rq = 105, Rr = 0.25, and v• = 1
(constant viscosity) (Figure 8a). A similar functional

relationship(not plotted) was found at Rq = 2 x 105,Rr =
0.25, and v, = 1 (constantviscosity), except the mixing

(Figure 7). As a first step towardunderstanding
the role of
compositionalbuoyancy in convective mixing, we have
varied Rr systematicallyfrom small values to larger values.

It is important
to notethatt•mais a complicated
function
of

times were shorter (by a factor of 1.3) due to enhanced bothRr and the thermalRayleighnumberRq.

deformationalmixing. Similarly, at Rq = 3 x 105, mixing
The mixing time is plottedversusRr for threevaluesof Rq
times were shorterthan the Rq = 105 caseby a factorof in Figure 9a. There are three importantconclusionswhich

about3. Moreon theRq dependence
of t•mix
is givenlater. may be drawnfrom this figure. First, for a given valueof Rr,

Plotted in Figure 8b is the linear scale of segregation(L)
versustime. The linear scale (L) decreasessharplyat early

increasing R q always decreasesthe mixing time. For
example,at Rr = 0 andRr = 0.5 the mixing timesat Rq = 3

times(•'= 0 to 0.025)because
convection
hasbegunto x 105are roughly6 and3 timesshorter,respectively,
than
entrain the upper layer and there has not been time for
appreciable diffusion. A reversal in the direction of flow

at Rq = 1 x lff$. Second,theRr at whichthe mixingtimeis
a minimum shifts to lower values as Rq increases.Observe
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Fig.8. Lewisnumber
effectsonmixing.(a) Variance(02)versus
timefor sixvaluesof Le. Themixingtimeis largerat
largerLe. (b) Linearscale(L) versustime for threerepresentative
valuesof Le. Diffusionbeginsto dominateover
advectionin mixing at larger scalesand at shortertimesfor smallLe as indicatedby the locationsof the local minima

inL versus
t. (c)Ratio
oflinear
tovolume
scales
versus
Leart= t•mix.
Heterogeneities
aremore
elonjsated
during
mixing
at largerLe. (d) Mixing time versusLe. The mixing time increasesas a powerlaw functionof Le: In tmix = (0.446 +
0.058) In Le - (3.62 + 0.33) (one sigma).

thatat Rq > 3 x l0 s, the minimummixingtimewouldlikely of light fluid above dense fluid, overwhelms the effect of
occur at Rr = 0 (passivemixing) as one might expect. At
lower Rq, however, a minimum mixing time occurs at a
small positiveRr value(e.g., at Rq = 1 x l0 s, the minimum
mixing time occursat Rr • 0.25).
A possible explanation for this behavior is as follows.
Deformation occurs when velocity gradients in the
convecting fluid cause normal and shear strain in the
heterogeneities. If the heterogeneitites are dynamically
active, not passive,their compositiongives rise to localized
buoyancy forces superimposedon the large-scale thermally
driven circulation.The net effect of this superposition
is to

local vorticity on the mixing process.

The final point relevantto Figure9a is that the mixing
time variesaccording
to Rq'•, approximately.
It is important
to note that this conclusionis basedon a limited rangeof
Rq valuesand needsto be addressed
further.At face value, an

extrapolationbasedon the presentdata suggeststhat, for

example,
t•mi•
~ 0.03forRq = 3 x 106atRr = 0.5.Notefrom
Figure9a,•mix-0.3forRq = 3 x l0s atRr = 0.5.
The fundamentaldifferencebetweenpassive(Rr = O) and
dynamic (Rr ½ 0) mixing can be seenin Figure9b, where

L/V is plotted
versus
}' forRq = l0s. In passive
mixing,the

increasevorticityin the neighborhood
of the heterogeneity ratio L/V decreases steadily after an initial increase
and thereby locally enhance shear deformation. A small associated
with the onsetof convectivemixing. This steady
differencein buoyancybetweentwo mixing fluids enhances decreasein L/V wasobservedat all valuesof Rq. In the case
convectivemixing at low Rq. If Rr is sufficientlylarge, of dynamicmixing,flow reversalsand unmixingcausedby
however,the initial condition,that of a stableconfiguration compositionalbuoyancyoccur.These flow reversalsare seen
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(t•mix)
increases
as
the
viscosity
contrast
increases
(Figure
10b)
according
to
the
power
lawexpression
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Fig. 9. Compositional
buoyancy
effectson mixing.(a) Mixingtime

(fmix)
versus
Rr forthree
values
ofRq.Mixingtimes
aresmaller
for

0'00.06
...... •36...... •.36...... •36...... ¾.•6'"

larger
Rq.Atfixed
Rq,t•mix
islarger
forRr = 0 (passive
mi,,xing)
than

In u r

for Rr < 0.30. However, the Rr at which this minimumin tmixoccurs

approaches
Rr = 0 asRq increases.
Notethatthemixingcriterion
for
thisplotonlywaschosen
to beO = 0.08instead
of O = 0.05.(b)

b.

0.20

Ratio of linear to volume scaleversustime for passive(Rr = 0) and

dynamic
(Rr= 0.25)mixing
withRq= 105,Le= 200,vr = 1,A = 1.
In passive
mixing,therearenoflow reversals
andL/V decreases
monotonically
from a maximumnearthe beginning.
In dynamic

mixing,flowreversals
andtheas,,sociated
unmixing
phenomena
causeL/V to oscillateuntilabouttmix whentheintensityof the
heterogeneity
is too low to causeflow reversals.

0o.•o

as oscillations
in L/V versus
•' andoccurat all valuesof Rq
studied.

Such flow

reversals

are a fundamental

feature

of

double-diffusive
convection
and have significant
consequences
for the evolutionof magmabodies.

Role of Variable Viscosity

In consideringthe mixing of magmas,one must take into

• 0.05

o
a Ur:l
ur :2
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0 Urn20C.

ø'øø0.
'.....•'.li......61•......•:• ......6:I......i:i' ...."i:li'....

dimensionless time (t)
Fig.10. Viscosity
egectsonmNing.(a) Va•ance(02) versus
for fourviscosity
ratioswithRq = 2 x 10•, Rr = 0.25,•e = 2•, and

account the difference in viscosity of the two mixing a = 1. (5) MNNg t•e tmix versusv, for the sameparameters
as
components.A detailed descriptionof the mixing process Figure10a.Mix•g time•cmascsas a •wcr law functionof vr:
•c-sigmac•orsareasfollows'
lnt•i• = (0.524
for a systemwith a viscositycontrastof 20 was presentedin = 0.23vrø's24.

forfour
Figures4, 5, and6. In Figure10a thevariance(o2) is plotted 0.025)• vr - (1.47• 0.048).(c) •near scale(•) versu•dmc
versustime for viscosityratios of 1, 2, 10, and 20 with R q
= 2 x 10•, Rr = 0.25, Le = 200, and A = 1. The mixing time

viscosityratios. •c •ncar scaleis larger just p•or to trak for larger
vr. reflectingthe difficulty of defo•Ng more viscous
hetcrogencities.
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times slower than the constant viscosity case. The linear
scale (L) versus time is shown in Figure 10c for the four
viscosity ratios. The nonmonotonicnature of the evolution
of L is due to the velocity reversalphenomenondiscussedin
detail earlier for the case•vr = 20. Similar behaviorcauses
the wiggles in L versus t for the other viscosity ratios.
Generally, L is large for high-viscositycontrastsbecauseof
the tendency for high-viscosity compositionalanomalies to
resist deformation. These results suggestthat large viscosity
differences within magma bodies (e.g., rhyolitic cap and
basaltic interior) can be preservedfor periods corresponding
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1'

to manytimesthe characteristic
thermaldiffusiontime d2/•:.
In a closed system, this implies that the effects of
crystallization,with concomitantincreasein viscosity and a
drop in R q, would overwhelm the effects of convective
mixing. Large Sierran-type plutons which often exhibit
diverse patterns of vertical and/or radial zonation may be
examplesof low R q systemswhich mix only incompletely
before the "theological locking temperature" (defined by
Furman and Spera [1985]) is attained.
Role of Magma Body Shape

The effect of magma body aspectratio (A = w/d) on the
mixing processwas investigatedby carrying out a numberof
simulations applicable to domains ranging from slot or
dikelike bodies (A = 0.3) to sheet or sill-like bodies (A = 3).
An importantconclusionof this study is that the mixing is
stronglydependenton aspectratio; mixing is most efficient
in roughly equant (A = 1) magma bodies. Figure 1la shows
Fig. 11b

,I

thiseffectratherdramatically
for fixedparameters,
Rq= 3 x
105, Rr = 0.10,Le = 200, andv r = 1. Notethat the
optimally
shaped
body(A = 1) mixesat timet•mix
= 0.10,
whereas
a bodythatis twiceasdeepasit is wide(A = 0.5)
requires
tLix = 0.17anda bodythatis3 times
aswideasit is

1.25

'"•1
o00

___•
0.75

deep(A = 3)requires
t•mix
= 1.4.Clearly,
theshape
of a
magma
bodyexertsa majorinfluence
on its mixinghistory

forA > 2 andA < 1/2.Fordikelike
bodies
(A < 1),t•mi,
is
relativelylargebecause
of the presence
of constricting

0.25

walls. The overall strain rates associatedwith reduced

I

aspect
ratio
0.00
0.50
1.00
1.50
2.00
1.•/v/•O•
,3.50
Fig. 11a

Fig.11.Aspect
ratio
effects
onmixing.
(a)Mixing
time(fn•x)

versus
aspect
ratio(A=•.w/d)
shows
thestrong
dependence
oftmi
xon
shape
withRq= 3 x 10•, Rr = 0.10,Le= 200,andvr = 1.Forboth

convective
velocities
arenot aseffective
in entraining
and
mixingtheupperlayer.In sill-likebodies
(A> 1), multiple
convection
cellsformin the horizontal
direction
(Figure
lib) withtheeffectof substantially
increasing
themixing

time.This occursbecause
although
eachconvection
cell is

individually
well mixed,compositional
differences
among
the cells can persist.

sill-like(A > 1) anddikelike
(A < 1) shapes,
themixingtimeis
relatively
long,whileequant
shapes
mixmostquickly.Bodies
with OtherThermalBoundaryConditions
A _<0.30haveconductive
solutions
at theseparameter
valuesand
Four additionalthermalboundaryconditions
have been
mixby diffusion
only.Seetextfor discussion.
(b) Velocity,
investigated:
(1) time-dependent
heatingfrom belowwith
•mperature,
andcomposition
fieldsfor thesill-likebody(A = 3) at
t = 0.20.Twocellswithdifferent
compositions
formlaterally
across constanttemperature
at the roof, (2) coolingout the sidewall
thechamber.
Notethata verticalcompositional
gradient
hasbeen
with heatingfrombelowandconstant
temperature
at the

transformed
intoa lateralcompositional
gradient
bypurely

convective
means.Vt•locityscaleis givenby verticalarrow.

roof, (3) coolingout roof, sidewall,andfloor, and (4)
coolingout the roof only.Plottedin Figure12 is In o2

fight-hand cell is C = 0.04.

in turn, below.

Contour
interval
forT j•s0.02,andthetopof thedomain
is at• =
0. Contour
interva
l forC is 0.1,andthesubelliptical
contour
in the versustime for thesefourconditions,
andeachis discussed,
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(oz) versus
timeforfivedifferent
boundary
conditions.
In all cases,
Rq = 2 x l0s,Rr = 0.25,Le = 200,.4 = 1,

gravitational stability of the initial state and because the
entrainmentof silicic melt by conveeringmarie melt which
occurs in the heating from below scenario is very limited
when cooling occursfrom all sides.
A case in which cooling occursonly out the roof is also
presentedin Figure 12. The boundarycondition at the roof
specifiesa constantflux of heat out; initial conditionsare as
in the previouscase.Again, curvesfor Rr = 0 andRr = 0.25
are shown. The passivecase (Rr = 0) mixes relatively well,
circulating in one direction, while the dynamic case (Rr =
0.25) mixes very slowly, with flow reversalscommon.The

strongdependence
of Rr arisesin this and the previous
scenario because the thermal instabilities which drive the

flow must occur largely in the compositionallybuoyant

layer. This is differentfrom the standardcasein which
entrainment
by the conveering
lower layer contributes
to the
mixing.The mixingtime for the Rr = 0.25 caseis almost
identicalto that in the coolingfrom all sidesscenario.

constantviscosity,unlessotherwisestated.For the coolingout the

top andcoolingout all boundaries
cases,theinitialtemperature
is

CONCLUSIONS AND PEFROLOGIC IMPLICATIONS

constantin the domain.For the constantqz, time-dependent
qz, and

The scale and intensity of segregationare generalmeasures
of the goodnessof mixing. With sufficient exposure and
geochemical data, these two quantities can be determined,
0.25. Note also the similaritybetweenthe casewherethereis
and the degreeof mixing of lava or pyroclasticflow deposits
constantheat flux and where it is time dependent(q = qz
and plutonic bodies can be evaluated and compared.If the
(-2.24•
'u'z+ 1)).
intensity of segregationis near the analytic uncertaintyof
the measurementof composition,hybridizationhas occurred,
To simulatethe time-dependentheatingcausedby an influx and additional evidence for mixing should be sought at
of hotter magma into the magma body, a heat flux smaller scales (e.g., phenocryst disequilibrium or cryptic
proportional to the squareroot of time was specified at the hybridizationas defined by Dungan [1987]). If the intensity
floor.Thefunction
chosen
(q = qb(-2.24
•rz+ 1)) requires
the is large (i.e., near 1), comminglinghas occurred.The linear
heatflux to decayfromits maximum
at• = 0 to zeroat• = (or volume) scale of segregationprovidesimportantevidence
0.2 and then become negative at subsequenttimes (i.e., for the kind of comminglingprocessthat has occurredand
cooling out the floor). The sidewall is taken to be adiabatic, corresponds approximately to the length scale given in
and the roof is held at a constant temperature.The initial Table 1. In numerical simulations of magma mixing,
conditions are identical to that of the constant flux scenario
calculationsof the scale and intensity of segregationallow
(i.e., linear T, and stel•C). The curve in Figure 12 shows one to follow the mixing process through time and to
that the mixing time and style with time-dependentheat flux comparethe degreeof mixing of any two simulationsat any

qw cases,theinitialtemperature
decreases
linearlyfrombottomto
top.Notethe similarityin evolution
between
thecasewherethereis
coolingout the top andcoolingout all sidesfor Rr = 0.0 andRr =

are almost identical

to the constant heat flux case.

Cooling out the lateral marginscausesthe mixing to occur
in about one-half the time of the adiabatic sidewall case, a

not unexpected result. The cooling in the case shown in
Figure 12 is specified as a constantflux equal in magnitude

to one-halftheflux entering
thebodyalong•e floor(qw•=
-0.5qb). The initial conditions are linear T and step C.
Simulations with various degrees of sidewall cooling show
that mixing times approach an apparent asymptotic value

(•mix= 0.11 as the coolingincreases
from zero to the
maximum (qw = -0.5qb).For Rr = 0.25, flow reversalsdo not
occur for -q,• > 0.3q•. althoughfor higher Rr, flow reversals
would likely occur at larger
Thermally disconnected
magmabodieswere simulatedby

specifying
a constant
heatflux out theto,of,sidewall,an•
floor. The initial condition employs stepC and constantT
(hot) everywherein the body. The curvesfor Rr = 0 andR =
0.25 are shown for this case in Figure 12. For passive
mixing (Rr = 0) there are no flow reversals,and mixing
proceeds at a rather slow rate. For dynamic mixing (Rr =
0.25), convection is also undirectional with mixing very
slow. Convection occurs for both cases (Rr = 0 and Rr =
0.25), but the rates of mixing are slow relative to the
standard heating from below scenario because of the

time.

Convective magma mixing occurs by complex,
time-dependentflows. The mixing time dependsnonlinearly
on many factors, includingheat flux driving convection,the
rate of diffusionof chemicalspecies,the relative importance
of thermal and chemical buoyancy, the viscosities of the
mixing components,and the shape of the magma body.
Becauserelatively small Rayleigh numbers are used in the
numerical simulations presented here, the effects of the
above factors on mixing times of natural thermally open
magmatic systemswill only be discussedin general terms.
The small chemical diffusivities of chemical species in
magma(i.e., large Le) prevent diffusion-relatedmixing from
being a significantprocessuntil the sizes of heterogeneities
have been reduced,throughthe actionof convectivelydriven
normal and shear strains,to a diffusive scale (typically of

order1 m). According
to ourresults,
t•mix
is proportional
to
Lea12so that for all otherfactorsfixed, a systemwith Le ~
l0 s mixes -- 700 times slower than one with Le = 200. That

is, the mixing time is roughly 200 times the thermal
conductiontime. It is probable that magma cooling and

extensivecrystallizationwould occur by this time if the
magma body were a closed system.Alternatively, if there is
a strongthermal connectivitybetweenthe magmabody and

Ot•-nta•o
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its source which persists over time, the conductive time
scale is not relevant. Mid-ocean ridge axial magma
chambers,oceanic hot spot magma chambers(e.g., Hawaii),
and some high volcanic output systemson the continents
(e.g., Yellowstone)are thoughtto be examplesof thermally
well-connectedsystems.
The crucial petrologic question is the role of magma
replenishmentin terms of heat content of the body and its
temporal variation and the introduction of chemical
heterogeneitiesby the juxtapositioningmagmasof differing
compositions.The recent studiesby O'Brien et al. [1989]
provide textural and mineralogicalevidencefor the repeated
bringing together of different magma compositions.
Heterogeneous source regions could supply magmas of
varying compositionsto superjacentmagma reservoirs. At
low R q and high Le and Rr these magmas would mix only
slowly with time scales larger than conductive scales (e.g.,

tmi
x > 10 d2/v;).

n• MAOMA Booms
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doub.
le-diffusive convection and may have some significant
petrological ramifications. For example, models of crystal
settling employing either steady state or simple transient
flows [e.g., Marsh and Maxey, 1985; Weinstein et al.,
1987] are not entirely applicable to double-diffusive
systems.Similarly, the variation in the heat flux suppliedto
the roof of the magma chamber (Figure 6c)can be
significant through time. Heat flow measurementsmade at
active caldera sites need to be considered in this light.
Furthermore, distinct periods of extensive hydrothermal
alteration may correspondto times of peak heat transport
(i.e., maximum Nu). Based on our limited results,it appears

that tmix is proportionalto Rr 2 for Rr values greater than
about 0.35.

This

result is consistent

with

the earlier

mean

field results of Clark et al. [1987] and the two-dimensional
simulationsof Hansen and Yuen [Hansen and Yuen, 1987].
A viscosity contrast between the upper buoyant silicic

layer and the lower, mafic one will increasethe mixing time

approximately
accordingto v? 2. For example,for all other

Increasing the heat input (i.e., increasing R q) with all
other parameters held constant will cause fluid
heterogeneities to attain diffusive length scales more
quickly. Mixing in a viscous granitic body in some late
stage of crystallization (i.e., small R q) may be inefficient.
The presenceof thin schlierenat small (cm to m) scalesand
radial and vertical zonation at large (km) scales in many
granitic (sensu latu) bodies testifies to the inadequatetime
available for convection and diffusion to hybridize magma
prior to solidification. From the limited data available on
the Rq dependenceof tmixat fixed Le and Rr, it is tentatively

basaltic one compared with the isoviscouscase. Of course it
shouldbe noted that althoughsilicic melts are always more
viscous than mafic ones at the same temperature,the solidi
and liquidi are substantiallydifferent for silicic and mafic
magmas, and the effects of magma crystallinity on viscosity

concludedthat tmix is proportional
to Rq'•. This relationis

Mahood [ 1987].

only a guide and is subjectto future refinement.
The effect of compositional buoyancy is to increase
mixing times and to produce complex convective patterns in
space and time, including flow reversals. At large fixed
Rayleigh numbers, the mixing time increases as
compositionalbuoyancy becomes more important. However,
fast mixing following the inversion by entrainment of very
buoyant fluid under less buoyant fluid has also been noted
(see Figure 9a). The study of Hansen and Yuen [1987] has
shown the danger of viewing double- (or multi-) diffusive

The shapeof the magma body exerts a fundamentalcontrol
on the rate of mixing. Earlier studiesby Shaw [1965] in a
geological context and Lighthill [1953] in a fluid dynamic
one clearly point out the sensitivity of the circulation

convection

in

strict

terms

of

either

the

"diffusive"

parametersconstantthe mixing time is 100 times longer for

mixing of a 105 Pa s silicic melt lying abovea 10 Pa s

will dominate over compositionaleffects at temperatures
near the solidi. A more completediscussionof this effect is
presented by Sparks and Marshall [1986] and Frost and

pattern on aspect ratio (A = w/d).

In

double-diffusive

convectionthis effect is even more extreme(Figure 1la). In
tall, narrow chambers (A < 1), mixing in the vertical is
greatly inhibitedby the presenceof walls, and the vigor of
convectiondecreasesrapidly. For A < 1/3 (approximately),
even a weak

initial

chemical

stratification

is sufficient

to

or

practicallystagnatea flow, at least for Rq in the rangel0 s <
"finger" regime in the sense defined by Turner [1985]. Rq < 3 x lOs.
During any finite amplitude double-diffusive convection
In shallow, wide chambers(A > 1), multiple convection
process, both regimes operate concurrently. Importantly, the cells form in the horizontal. Significantly, the rate of
mixing time represents the response of the system to the chemicalexchangebetweenthe cells is small. Consequently,
nonlinear superposition of small-scale "finger" and cells are of distinct compositionand remain so for times far
large-scale "diffusive" instabilities. The distinct and greater than the characteristiccooling time of the magma
characteristic
nonlinear
behavior
of
double-diffusive
body(~ d2/v;).Note furthermorethat even for A > 2, whichis
convection cannot be emphasizedenough in the petrologic not an extreme state of affairs, this phenomenonmay be
context both because of the inherent complexity of the found.Researchcarriedout in recentyearson the dynamics
governing conservation equations and because of the of magmawithdrawal[Blake, 1981;Spera, 1984;Blake and

influence of the initial distributions of composition and
temperatureon the mixing history. Unfortunately, the initial
conditions are usually poorly constrained by observations,
althoughthe consequencesof specific limiting casesmay be
studiedby forward modeling. Simple but careful petrographic
descriptioncombined with accurate(and absolute) geological
histories relevant to the lava or pyroclastic flow deposit or
the plutonic body under investigation are therefore critically
important.
Flow reversals (see Figures 4 and 9b) with concomitant
short periods of magma unmixing are intrinsic to

Ivey, 1986a, b; Spera et al., 1986; Freundt and Tait, 1986]
has clearly shown that magma arrives at the bottom entrance
of the conduitsimultaneouslyfrom a region of finite extent

in both the horizontaland vertical directions(e.g., Figure 1
in Spera [1984]). Unfortunately,however, all laboratory,
analytical, and numerical studiesof magma withdrawal to
date, exceptfor thoseof Trial et al. [1988], are basedupon
in situ chemical profiles that dependonly on the vertical
coordinate and ignore lateral variations in magma
composition.

For

sill-like

chambers,

however,

our

simulationspoint out that lateral chemical heterogeneities
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can be compositionallysignificantand long-livedin magma q

heat flux.

bodieswith typical aspectratios (1 < A < 3). This result j
pointsout the potentialimportanceof lateralcompositional g

mass flux.

accelerationof gravity.

variations in magma bodies for producingvertically zoned p

pressure.

pyroclasticflow deposits.This effect may also be relevant x ij
to magmabodiesbelow mid-oceanridges.If suchbodiesare d

stress

characterizedby shapeswith A • 1, then one might expect w
lateral variation in compositionto persistfor long times. It T

is possible that the contradicting conclusions of
geophysicalstudies which suggestchambersextend for

tensor.

characteristicdepth of magma body.
characteristicwidth of magma body.
temperature.

C
ot

considerable
distances
(30 to 150 km) longitudinally
[5

beneathridges[Macdonaldand Fox, 1988] and geochemical
studies which suggest a 10- to 30-km segmentation

composition.
coefficient of isobaric thermal expansion.
coefficient of compositionalexpansion.
thermal diffusivity.

[Langmuir
et al.,1986]
canbebrought
intoconsistency
by Dk

thermal conductivity.
chemical diffusivity.

ratiomagma
bodies.

P

density.

Constantinflux of hot magma and associatedsteadyheat
flux into magma chambersresult in shorter mixing times
than occur from periodic magma injectionsand associated
pulsesof heat, providedthe peak heat flux is comparable.

•1o
v
B
b

consideringthe convectivemixing dynamicsin large aspect

The difference,
however,
doesnot appearto be great. t
Sidewall
cooling
enhances
mixinganddictates
circulation•

dynamicviscosityof mafic melt (pmVm).
kinematic viscosity.
viscosity coefficient (in eq (16)).
viscosity coefficient b -- B (Cs - Cm).
time.
volume

rate.

direction
forsmall
Rr.In thermally
disconnected
magma
Ac

chamber

mixing
is slow
relative
to thermally
well-connected
C•,

heat capacity.
diffusive length scale.

bodies where cooling occurs out all margins, convective

systems.For equant magma bodies, mixing times are very

similar
forcases
where
there
iscooling
outallmargins
and Rq
Rr
where there is cooling out the top. If isolated from heat
inputs, magma bodies with large compositionalbuoyancy

area.

flux-type Rayleigh number.
buoyancy ratio.
Lewis number.

Le

ratioandlargeintensity
andscale
of segregation
canremainvr

heterogeneous
for longperiodscompared
with thermallyA
well-connected
systems
wheremixingis moreeffective.
The Nu

viscosity ratio.

aspect ratio.
Nusselt

number.

relative homogeneityof mid-oceanridge magmascompared o

standard

with the voluminousand nearly always compositionally o2

variance.

zonedepicontinental
pyroclasticflow systemsmay be m3
relatedto differences
in basalthermal
boundary
conditions. m4

kurtosis.

Exactly how the diffusivities, buoyancyratio, viscosity L
ratio, magma body shape, and various thermal boundary V
conditionswill act togetherto affect the convectivemixing L*

linear scale of segregation.
volume scale of segregation.
space-correlationlinear scale.

processat highRq, Rr • 1 is not known.Qualitatively,
it œ(r)
appearsthat the mixingtime is approximately
proportionalR*(r)

correlation

to Rq'•Rr2Le•/Zv?
2. Cautionmustbe appliedin extrapolating I
from limited simulation studies due to the highly nonlinear
character of double-diffusive convection. However, in light

r

of the preponderance
of zonationeffectsin volcanicdeposits Subscripts
and plutons, it does appear that the magmatic and the b
geometricpropertiesof somemagmaticsystemswill act to w
inhibit magma mixing. AFC modelingstudiesin which melt r
is assumed to be homogeneousat all times and at all m
locations within a body are poor approximations to s

petrologic
realitywhent•mix
> 0.5. Thereis no reasonto av
believe,furthermore,
that simple(e.g., linearlyzonedor mix
multiply layered)patternsof composition
will always 0
prevail. Indeed, our results suggest just the opposite;
complexpatternsof compositionthroughtime and spaceare
the rule rather than the exception.
NOTATION

coordinate.

deviation.

skewness.

function.

space-correlationfunction.
intensity of segregation.
pair separationdistance.

base.

wall.

ratio.
mafic.

silicic.
average.

mixing.
reference

value.

Accented Characters

Circumflex(•') and overbar (•:) are used to indicate
dimensionlessvariables and spatial average,respectively.

x

horizontal

y

vertical coordinate.

Equivalences

u
v

horizontal velocity.
vertical velocity.

Equivalence symbols used indicate of order (~),
approximatelyequal to (=), and equal to (=).
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